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Nursery Bonus 2024: here are the deadlines and requirements for requesting the contribution
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Francesca Fagnani, a “beast” who scratches less and less
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The murder of Domenico Oppedisano in Reggio Emilia.  The 'Ndrangheta trail is not excluded
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Amendolara injures herself with the motor hoe.  A serious farmer
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Calabria, Bank of Italy warning on Autonomy.  Those doubts about the “hurry” of the North
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Calabrian prisons, Undersecretary Ostellari: the government's commitment is maximum
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The Municipality of Botricello reorganizes the fleet, selling unused vehicles
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Healthcare, M5s: 1,218 limited-service employees in Calabria
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Francesca Fagnani, a “beast” who scratches less and less
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A well-known Sicilian proverb states: «Make yourself a name and go to care», whose textual translation is «Get fame and go to sleep»and we are …


Read more
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Strega Award, also in the 2024 category is Melissa Panarello from Catania
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I am seven writers and five writers in the dozen of the 2024 Strega Prize, which for some years now has seen a prevalence of …


Read more
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Great celebration in Tripi, ancient Abakainon celebrated
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A radiant spring day and the evocative backdrop of the Tyrrhenian Sea were the setting for the event celebration of ancient Abakainon. Authorities, representatives of …


Read more
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Amendolara injures herself with the motor hoe.  A serious farmer
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Farmer injures his legs with a motor hoe. Tragedy was touched on land in the Colfari district, a town located near State Road 106 on …
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Cosenza, success for the Bicimparo Kinder Joy of Moving 2024 Tour
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ATP Montecarlo, red light for Nardi and Arnaldi: Aliassime wins in two sets, Nagal comes back
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Rosarno, attacks the police after being found driving a motorbike without a license or insurance: arrested
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Messina, the Prefecture issues a release for an agricultural company whose legal representative was hit by a ban which was later canceled by the CGA
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Next destination: why are your answers only online and nowhere else?
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Vacation accommodation: why broaden your horizons?
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Our Media




At Odnako, we are dedicated to bringing you the most accurate, diverse, and comprehensive coverage of news from every corner of the world. Our mission is to empower our readers with a holistic understanding of current events, so you can stay informed and involved in the global conversation.
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